Abstract

Network forensic is a technique for diagnose, association, examine, separating and collection of digital proof from multiple sources for the purpose of accumulate the reason of attacks and try to recover the data and information and tracking of criminals. Network forensic is a grimy process that involves the collection of different evidence through various sources. In Today’s world, the large volume of data and major information are transported and relocate from one place to another’s electronically through networks. In networks, there were many malicious activities and attackers are performed. It plays a vital role in process of battle against cyber crime and uncertified hacking process. So, In this paper Author adopts some procedure, tools and mechanism to expose or analyzing network intruders and retrieval of information
through various implementations and they are mainly focusing in honey-pot which is created with the help of honey-d for gathering data about internal and external invader in which result was collected over the 4 weeks period and server side code which is treated as real server for collecting information about intruders. At the same time organize safety is compact, and the current attempt to implant well-being is for the most part taking into account the known truths of the aloof assurance model. IDs is a originate system security in view of active protection changes
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